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Abstract

The United States may be the most racially diverse and religiously pluralistic nation-state today. However, it is also arguably the most societally biased, one where many religious communities are frequently divided along distinct lines predicated upon race, color, ethnicity, and faith tradition. The sociohistorical displacement and dissemination of Islamic power away from indigenous African American Muslims to the newly disembarked post-1965 immigrant Muslims underscore the nascent religio-racial origins of how Islamic identity, membership, community, and consciousness within America has now become unusually conflated with race, culture, and ethnicity within our nation’s social imaginary. That is, what it contextually means to be a Muslim in the United States has now become a highly contested, problematic, and racialized category within American Islam—a segregated Islamic reality and existence that is being renegotiated and challenged by modern-day Black Muslims dissatisfied with their oppressed, marginalized and subaltern condition as Muslim Americans within the umma.

Black Muslims, who make up fully half of Muslims whose families have been in the United States for at least three generations (51%), have a centuries-long history in constructing American Muslim cultures. However, Black Muslims are either erased as part of Islam’s history in the U.S. or, if accounted for, considered heretical, unorthodox, anti-American separatists.

—Maytha Alhassen

The theo-historical genesis, dissemination, and implementation of American Islam within the Black community and consciousness must begin with the injurious historical reality that Africans were forcibly introduced into the United States from modern-day Gambia, Nigeria, Senegal, and other African nations into the United States as chattel for their white Christian owners. As a result of the transatlantic slave trade, innocent Africans of Islamic heritage represented the single largest monotheistic ally-oriented religious bloc forcibly transported over into the New World as human property for their new American proprietors. After the Great Migration and Jim Crow, as some historians note, many disaffected African Americans struggling to secure their identity, community, membership, respect and dignity within a white Christian milieu hostile to their Blackness wrestled “with how to reconcile Black Power and the Gospel … faced with the choice of embracing Blackness or the Christian faith … [some] chose Blackness, and left the Church [for Islam].” It is my argument that the societal displacement of Islamic religious authority, validity, and historical relevance away from indigenous African American Muslims to the newly disembarked post-1965 immigrant Muslims heralded the nascent origins of how identity, membership, community, and consciousness within American
Islam has now become unusually conflated with race, culture, and ethnicity within our nation’s social imaginary. That is, what it contextually means to be a Muslim in America has now become a highly contested and racialized category within American Islam—a segregated Islamic reality and existence that is being socioculturally renegotiated and challenged by present-day Black Muslims dissatisfied with their oppressed, despised, and marginalized condition as Muslim Americans both inside and outside the mosque. This is an idiosyncratic religio-racial United States phenomenon that prejudicially favors the post-1965 immigrant Muslim community because of their perceived whiteness within contemporaneous American society and past physical (geographical) proximity to the religious birthplace of Islam (Mecca).

The American Muslim community (ummah), when contextually espied through the lens of race, ethnicity, religion, and culture, illuminates the interdisciplinary linkages between identity, community, social imaginary, consciousness, and membership—a present-day social reality that becomes historically thought-provoking and problematic for religious studies scholars when examining the relations of power heralding the arrival, dissemination, and implementation of Islam into America vis-à-vis the African American community. It is intriguing how within an American theo-historical context, the typical present-day Caucasian American “thinks of Muslims as a [homogenous] brown mass, lumping together South Asians and Arabs, and ignoring Black Muslims. The [ensuing] racialization of Islam has obscured both the diversity of Muslim America, and the [Foucauldian power relation] tensions that accompany that diversity,” reaffirming how our nation’s prejudicial social imaginary, community, identity and consciousness has been surreptitiously catechized by whites to theo-historically frame “Black bodies as [nondescript] objects best suited for [human] slavery … [and in the process] establishing the Black body as Other” (my emphasis).

Indian-American educator Khyati Joshi acknowledges how “the United States has developed as a society where Christianity and whiteness are intimately linked [as an identity, social imaginary and consciousness] and where Christianity and whiteness generate social [membership and community] norms against which other religions and races are measured.”

Ironically, for many South Asian and Middle Eastern immigrant Muslims their anxiety and fear regarding African Americans articulates itself in a religio-racial bias negating any similitude, affiliation, or likeness to Blackness and, consequently, also unfortunately manifests itself as an unconscious racial prejudice directed towards all African Americans. Black people within the United States (including Black Muslims) are perceived by many coetaneous non-African Americans (including non-African American Muslims) as lazy, stupid, morally untrustworthy, deviant, oversexed, physically ugly, violent, rapacious, brutal, unfeeling, and inhuman.

As theo-historically surveyed by American religious historian Tisa Wenger, “American religious freedom talk functioned in various ways to shape and to navigate the imperial hierarchies of race, nation, and religion. Americans who could assert the racial status of whiteness claimed this freedom as a racial possession and used it to define a superiority that they tied both to their religion and to the secular modernity that it grounds.”

Broadly speaking, the American Muslim community has incorporated certain racial and ethnic compositional features and aspects into their mosques. Because of this, many Black Muslims accurately claim that Arab, Persian, and South Asian immigrant groups have allied themselves with whiteness in a manner that racially alienates them from their fellow African American Muslims. Modern-day Black Muslims in their historical encounters with other non-Black immigrant Muslims are quick to note how “the juridical battles that classified Arabs as legally white seems to position the two groups along a hierarchy of whiteness with Blacks at the bottom.” The immigrant Muslim desire
to be perceived, recognized, and acknowledged as ‘white’ by their Caucasian American counterparts made their religious claim of Islamic fraternity, solidarity, and equality with Black Muslims appear disingenuous within the African American community, social imaginary, and consciousness.13

A preponderance of post-1965 immigrant Muslims, when arriving to the United States, viewed “Islam as a religious and cultural inheritance [of theirs] … and America as a land of prosperity and opportunity.” Because of their ignorance of African American history, they were, generally speaking, incapable of comprehending why Black Muslims with their affiliated African American membership organizations—NOI, MST black, AHMADIYYAH movement, Five Percenters, etc.—passionately felt “Islam was a spiritual tradition of resistance that was critical of the United States and designed to undo the racial logics of white supremacy.”14 Many current-day Black Muslims take note of how they “often feel discrimination on multiple fronts: for being Black, for being Muslim and for being Black and Muslim among a population of immigrant Muslims”—and, to add insult to injury, made to constantly feel like the Other because many Black Muslims came to the Muslim faith through the Nation of Islam, which, consequently, led many immigrant Muslims to assume that African American Muslims were spiritually dissimilar from themselves and indeed theo-historically illegitimate.15

A majority of immigrant Muslims not of African descent fail to historically grasp how the creative religio-racial adaptation of traditional Islam to fit the United States sociocultural paradigm is actually a subversive act of Black Muslim resistance against Eurocentric notions concerning race, religion, culture, and ethnicity. With this in mind, African-American Muslim expressions of Islam seek to capsize Jim Crow-inspired white supremacist ontologies permeating our national consciousness—reversing dominant views of Christian normativity regarding identity, consciousness, community, and membership within our nation’s problematic and racialized past.16 The atoning power of Islam seeks to recapture for the African American Muslim a measure of Black agency, brotherhood, justice, and equality, for Black Muslims well understood that within the national boundaries of America, religious institutions of the African American tradition, community, and universe have historically functioned as a spiritual bastion of civic pride, upliftment, and psychological well-being.17

The theo-historical evolution of Black Islamic theology, community, and consciousness within America was mordantly fomented within a discriminatory milieu wracked by racial injustice, where the articulation, expression, and development of an independent Black religio-political movement, personality, and organization free of white influence was considered essential to bolstering affranchising notions of Black freedom, Black identity, Black pride and Black liberty. Many African American Muslims in their racialized encounters with immigrant Muslims (predominately hailing from the Middle East and South Asia) began to collectively realize how “the mistake that a lot of African Americans [Muslims] make when they see foreigners [from Muslim countries] is that they are feeling that these people know Islam. They do not. They have to study [Islam] just like we do. They may be fluent in Arabic, but they are not knowledgeable about the din (“religion, judgment, custom”). Because if you go to some Muslim countries, they are being taught cultural Islam or hearsay Islam. They are not being taught the actual Sunna (“prophetic example”).18

African American Muslim scholar Jamillah Karim perceptively recognizes how the immigrant Muslim judgment concerning Islamic identity, community and membership is often theologically irrelevant for many Black Muslims because it experientially fails to perceive, comprehend, or acknowledge an African American sociocultural context, history, and
perspective—a unique sociohistorical frame of consciousness that appreciates, accommodates and acknowledges how “Islam had attracted thousands of African Americans by claiming the legacy [and mantle] of Black Religion; a legacy of protest, resistance, and liberation.”19 C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence H. Mamiya succinctly corroborate how, “a good way to understand a people is to study their religion, for religion is addressed to that most sacred schedule of values around which the expression and the meaning of life tends to coalesce.” In light of this prophetic scholarly judgment, a scrupulous religio-historical examination of African American Islam within the United States reveals the Black Muslim appropriation of a social protest, justice, and resistance-oriented movement whose sociocultural intent and consciousness is to “annihilate or at least subvert white supremacy and anti-Black racism.”20

The 2014 Pew Religion and Public Life “Demographic Portrait of Muslim Americans” declares that 41% of American Muslims are white, 26% are Black, 20% are Asian, and 11% are Hispanic or other. Of course the American Census Bureau categories upon which these problematic classifications are based are polemical and are racially contested within the United States.21

African American Muslims reconstructed “Islam as a religion and civilization of resistance to Euro-American imperialism and anti-Black racism,” and, as a result, Black Islam as a discrete Muslim religion began historically manifesting itself within the African American community and consciousness as a monotheistic faith tradition theo-historically capable of manumitting African American Christians from their transatlantic slave trade past.22

Many non-African immigrant Muslim communities are blithely unaware of the African American narrative concerning historical respectability, consciousness, and justice within the United States. For this sociocultural reason and others, they are intellectually unable to engage or emotionally empathize with their fellow Black Muslim Brothers and Sisters in a manner that would facilitate positive intercultural Islamic community discourse. Many immigrant Muslims are simply unconcerned regarding the ethnocultural intolerance experienced by the African Americans within the United States, alluding to why, for Black Muslims, the non-African articulations of Islamic religious thought, beliefs, practices, consciousness, membership, and expression appear to give credible “witness to an [apathetic] God that stands relatively unopposed to the status quo of racial injustice and marginalization [within the ummah].”23

The overwhelming Middle Eastern and South Asian American Muslim sociocultural neglect of United States Islamic history ironically mirrors the general American public’s naiveté towards African American Muslims. The average Caucasian American mistakenly believes that “Muslim immigration started in 1965 when the U.S. had a period of immigration reform, others will date it back to the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran, yet others to the 9/11 attacks, but usually no one looks further back than the 1960s and certainly not beyond the 20th century”—reaffirming how theo-historically invisible Black Muslims are within America’s social imaginary and Islamic national consciousness.24 In reality, the African American Muslim community is deeply conversant with Judeo-Christian traditions and their biblical Exodus metaphor—Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands unto God (Psalm 68:31)—which was subsequently hermeneutically repaired, reified, reconstructed, and typecast (i.e., Blackened) by African American Muslims with Ethiopia contextually established as the new Black Zion.25

Many immigrant Muslims unfortunately lack the appropriate theo-historical understanding and elevation of consciousness needed to socioculturally comprehend the Exodus narrative from an African American lens. Such immigrant Muslim ethnocultural illiteracy has contributed to the American injurious religious trope which posits chimerical images of Muslims
as exclusively Middle Eastern—a disingenuous religio-racial perspective that does not accurately represent factual American Muslim historical reality, identity, membership nor community. Unlike the post-1965 Muslim immigrant (Arab, Iranian, South Asian, etc.) theo-historical conception of Islam, “African American Muslims have engaged historical Islam to articulate [unconventional] religious positions as they reflect on the needs of their communities. Their choices are in part informed by the Black experience [within America],” and, as a result, the religious attraction of Islam felt by many African Americans arose because of its religio-cultural emphasis upon Black pride, beauty, power, “discipline, self-respect, and the positive reinforcement of self-affirming values for a suffering humanity placed at the bottom of America’s [white] racially constructed social hierarchy.”

Generally speaking, Black Muslim religious beliefs and practices within the United States vociferously refute assimilatory religious politics/anti-Black perceptions. By so doing, African American practices concerning Islam theologically represent a highly diversified, distinct, and racialized Black faith tradition that has bifurcated itself along a color line. The collective religio-racial identity, consciousness, community and membership of what it means to be a Black and Muslim in America is an African American particularity that is constantly being renegotiated within American Islam as both an inherited identity and as a Muslim expression of social justice, freedom, empowerment, liberation, and resistance.

The African American Muslim recognition of the religio-cultural normativity and religio-racial supremacy promulgated by immigrant Muslims regarding Islam illuminates for them “the failure of [mainstream] Islam to speak to issues of poverty and disenfranchisement in the Black American community.” It also exposes the immigrant Muslim’s cultural defect concerning their attitude of Islamic diffidence towards racial oppression within the United States. The multifaceted interconnections between the imbricate ethnic identities officially embraced by Black Muslims in America—Islamic, American, African—racially abnegates any religio-racial affiliation with American Christianity or, for that matter, any other monotheistic faith tradition. As a consequence, Black Islam vociferously challenges the theo-historical narrative, identity, membership, community, and consciousness often ascribed to all people of African descent (i.e., the Curse of Ham). Black Muslims problematize the Curse of Ham and its associated racism: “when you get to college, you’ll have to choose: Black or Muslim … attempts to insert race into religious conversations, or vice versa, were met with resistance … Black Muslims are not seen as true Muslims. And that is the moral equivocation that legitimizes and props up all manner of anti-Black racism in the American Muslim community today. Black people are not seen as viable potential partners in Muslim faith or love; Black families are not accepted into Muslim faith communities outside of their own”—corroborating how racial discrimination against Black Muslims in America today has not been effectively repudiated by non-African Muslims.

The Black Muslim promulgation of Islam within the United States illustrates a complex, divisive and contested narrative of American Christianity where the white man employed Christianity as a tool of racial control. He robbed the African American of his true “name from him and began calling him Negro, Black, colored, or Ethiopian, [and in so doing] the European stripped the Moor of his power, his authority, his God, and every other worthwhile possession.” The explicit African American Muslim rejection of the Curse of Ham—“the misinterpretation of the Old Testament which offered the holy justification for oppression on purely racial grounds”—masterfully flips the membership, community, consciousness, and identity-politics script upon this problematic Judeo-Christian etiological tradition promulgated by white
Christians and, by so doing, also shrewdly elevates and posits the Black Man as the nonpareil exemplar of humankind within Islam in America.\textsuperscript{33}

African American manifestations of Islam claim to proffer their Black Muslim devotees the singular redemptive ability to spiritually realize “the goal of Black self-determination and Black self-identity … full [unfettered] participation in the decision-making processes affecting the lives of Black people, and recognition of the virtues in themselves as Black people.” As an illustration, God, who was lily-white within the Christian Jim Crow tradition, became unashamedly and proudly identified as Black (e.g., Blackman) within the African American Muslim community, social imaginary, and national consciousness.\textsuperscript{34} African American Muslims were quite successful in their religio-political efforts to historically expose how the racialization of Christianity from the church pulpit before, during, and after the Great Migration and Jim Crow disenfranchised and alienated many African Americans. As a consequence, Black Muslims were quite effectual in abstracting “away from what has been the central feature of the lives of Africans transported against their will to the Americas: the denial of Black humanity and the reactive, defiant assertion of it.”\textsuperscript{35}

African American forms of Islam dramatically underscore for many Black Christians the racialized identity politics, consciousness, community, and membership norms associated with Christianity. Blacks contemplating movement away from Christianity began placing culpability for their oppressed condition upon the religion of their former white slave masters. It is historically significant from a religio-racial perspective how select African American Muslim groups within the United States (for example, the Nation of Islam) creatively reconceived normative notions of Muslim identity, membership, community, and consciousness by shrewdly conflating Black Church biblical traditions, mythologies, and unorthodox religious beliefs/practices that amplify and/or accentuate African nationalist oriented Black “doctrines that made it incompatible with some basic principles of traditional Islam.”\textsuperscript{36} Islamic studies scholar Zafar Ishaq Ansari elucidates how such novel Black Muslim religio-racial beliefs and practices promulgated by the Nation of Islam and others are frequently considered anathema to other Muslim communities because of their creative adaption (i.e., Blackening) of established Islamic religious identity, consciousness, community, membership, and doctrines—African American theological convictions which passionately enunciate a strong separatist Black Muslim identity, consciousness, community, and membership schema—which I scholarly reference within the discrete geographical purview and socioreligious context of the United States as being \textit{Black Islam}.\textsuperscript{37}

Four Black Islamic Theological Convictions:

I. The God of the Black Muslims is the collective Blackman, mysteriously embodied within all the Pan-African people of the earth, because “in the Black Muslim concept Allah seems to be identical with the collective entity of the Original People, the Black Nation, the Righteous … thus the Qur’anic verse about God: ‘He is the first and the last’ (Q. 57:3) has been interpreted by the Nation of Islam to mean that the Blackman is the first and the last, is the maker and owner of the universe.”\textsuperscript{38}

II. The normative Islamic doctrine of prophecy maintains that the prophet Muḥammad is the last Messenger of Allah (Q. 3:144; 33:40; 48:29). However, the NOI asserts Elijah Muḥammad to be another Messenger of Allah and Wallace Fard Muḥammad to be Allah miraculously reborn in human form. As unequivocally stated by Elijah Muḥammad himself, “Allah is making me into Himself,” and, “I am he of whom it is
prophesied as the Messenger of God in the last day who is with God in the resurrection of the dead. I am he.”

III. Islamic theology regarding the afterlife (Akhirah) was neoterically reinterpreted, reimagined, and reconstructed by Black Muslims “into a political-historical status within the future of the earth, but with power and authority over others,” and, as a result, heaven and hell became “conditions of earthly life rather than [metaphysical] states of super-terrestrial, and post-terrestrial existence … heaven and hell are the conditions which exist on this earth and which human beings experience during their lives.”

IV. Black Muslims assert that the theo-historical narrative regarding the genesis, evolution and teleology of mankind has a racialized religio-cultural and sociopolitical dimension. For example, Whites symbolize the devil while Blacks represent the “Original Man” and, because of this, Blacks serve as the Divine progenitor of all ensuing ethnic/racial identities/races (e.g., Chinese, European, Indian, Inuit, etc.). As succinctly stated by Elijah Muhammad, from the Blackman, “came all brown, yellow, red, and white people. By using a special method of birth-control law, the Blackman was able to produce the white race. This method of birth control was developed by a Black scientist known as Yakub, who envisioned making and teaching a nation of people who would be diametrically opposed to the Original People. A Race of people who would one day rule the Original People and the earth for a period of 6,000 years. Yakub promised his followers that he would graft a nation from his own people, and he would teach them how to rule his people through a system of tricks and lies whereby they use deceit to divide and conquer, and break the unity of the darker people, put one brother against another, and then act as mediators and rule both sides”—and, for this reason, the Divine mission of the NOI was to “reawaken and liberate the Blackman from this yoke of white domination.”

Before, during, and after the Great Migration, Jim Crow, and even up to present-day “Black America’s bitter struggle for the realization of equality and civil rights … many Blacks inclined their ears, focused their vision and opened their hearts to what they believed to be the message of Allah. This resulted in the dawning of a new faith within the Black community,” and, consequently, stoked the spiritual fires of an emerging African American inspired social resistance identity, membership, imaginary, community and consciousness faith tradition explicitly directed against white oppression, dominance, and power. African American Muslim leaders—for example, Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm X, Clarence 13X, Silis Muhammad, Abū Koss,ʿAbbas Rassoul, et al.—intuitively understood that the racial key to unlocking the spiritual fealty of African American Christians lay in promulgating an alternative race, culture, community, and ethnicity oriented religious consciousness, social imaginary and weltanschauung where “the Western [Christian] civilization, according to the [Black] Muslim view, is based on false [racist] assumptions about the true nature of man, his origin, and his role and destiny … the only other [religious] certainty that we have is that Islam alone will ultimately prevail in the affairs of men.”

Black Islamic studies scholars Ernest Allen and Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar cogently note how Black Muslim leaders in their discourse with non-African American Muslims posit themselves as an African American religious “organization with name recognition in every [emphasis added] major Black community,” with the iconic Nation of Islam (NOI), “offering an intriguing
example of a religious-oriented nationalist movement which, over a period of six decades, has come to embrace traditional Islam in halting and contradictory ways.”

The African American community’s generally welcome understanding, disposition, and recognition of Islam results from the unceasing African American focus upon a Black identity, consciousness, community, and membership that validates “the long history of oppression, alienation, and injustice that Black people have suffered in the United States,” and, consequently, also functions as the socio-historical reversion catalyst for their unconventional Muslim beliefs, consciousness, community, practices, and theology.

Anthropologist Junaid Rana powerfully outlines how “the racialization of Islam emerged from the Old World, was placed on New World indigenous peoples, and subsequently took on a continued significance in relation to Black America … the category of Muslim in the U.S. is simultaneously a religious category and one that encompasses a broad race concept that connects a history of Native America to Black America.” With this historical religio-racial particularity in mind, the psycho-religio reticence that some African Americans felt towards the sociocultural, theo-historical, and religio-social adoption of the white man’s slave religion, Christianity, within their community provoked within some a wholesale Black exodus towards Islam.

Prominent African American Muslim groups—for example, the NOI and their various historical subgroups (e.g., MSTA, Black Ahmadiyyah movement, Five Percenters, etc.)—contend that the normative spiritual narrative, social imaginary, consciousness, community, membership, and identity promulgated by Christians disingenuously links itself to a Divine white phenotype—Jesus as a blond and blue-eyed human being—by which subsequent dissimilar American religio-cultural norms, sociocultural values, and respectability are now measured against. African American Muslims also allege that the disingenuous presentation of such an outward religio-racial identity, ethnicity, and countenance heavily biased towards whiteness can and does impart overpowering privilege, entitlement, and legitimacy onto its Caucasian recipients.

The hostile milieu confronting African Americans after the Great Migration and Jim Crow unmasks a sizable religio-racial gulf between identity, membership, community, social imaginary and consciousness vis-à-vis the egalitarian Eurocentric Christian ideals through which the United States currently self-identifies itself with: “Ontology, the world’s semantic field, is sutured not simply by white supremacy. More specifically, it is held together by anti-Black solidarity.” African Americans as an oppressed and marginalized community within the United States frequently lies outside the pale and, consequently, their continued persecution and harassment by the state during slavery, Jim Crow, and afterwards (e.g., the Black Lives Matter movement) has led many to adopt Islam as a viable faith resistance alternative. African Americans depict Islam as a Black monotheistic religious tradition whose Pan-African identity, consciousness, community and membership places it firmly against all forms of white dominance, power, manipulation and control.

African American Muslim promulgation of Black Islamic theology took careful note of the racial angst, identity politics, community, membership, social imaginary and racial tension induced by white Christians (e.g., KKK, Knights of the White Camelia, Texas Knights, etc.). In theological response, Black Muslims began shrewdly conflating the United States flag with the Christian cross as a puissant Eurocentric symbol of oppression, tribulation, and servitude: “[the American] flag and cross have been symbols of the misfortune and slavery for Black people. The sign of the cross represents murder and wickedness since its inception, Christ the Prophet was lynched on that cross and ever since the so-called Negroes started bearing it they have been...

Black Islamic theology contextually signifies and embodies for many African American Muslims an unorthodox theo-historical narrative that overthrows, resists, and hermeneutically flips the normative race, religion, culture, social imaginary, consciousness, community and ethnicity script annunciated by many Middle Eastern and South Asian Muslim Americans regarding Islamic religious identity, membership, beliefs, and practices. Black Islamic theology in opposition to Christianity posits a racialized perspective regarding the iconic symbols of American nationalism and the Christian church—the United States Flag and the Cross—endeavoring to forge a racial consciousness, identity, social imaginary, and membership narrative that purposefully superimposes the brutally tortured, mutilated and crucified body of Jesus upon the injured, cruelly maimed, and similarly executed (lynched) Black human body. By doing so, it draws argute religio-racial recognition upon the bodily oppressions that have occurred/continue to occur against the African American community within the United States.

The religio-racial conviction that Islam is the bona-fide religion of African Americans is of monumental theo-historical importance for current-day African American Muslim identity, community, consciousness, and membership. Indeed, it is “non-western traditions that held out the hope of redemption for U.S. Blacks within a wider framework of Pan-African and postcolonial politics and religion.” Ironically, many present-day immigrant Muslims perpetuate Eurocentric notions of racial injustice by discriminating against their fellow African American Muslims such that “Black Muslims are just as likely to experience racism from their own faith community as Black [Christian] Americans are from their own faith communities, with both groups more likely to report experiencing racial discrimination from the general [white American] public.” Because of this and other salient reasons, Black Muslims often feel devalued within the greater American Muslim community and mosques.

As a young [Black Muslim] student, Hind Makki recalls, she would call out others at the Islamic school she attended when some casually used an Arabic word meaning ‘slaves’ to refer to Black people. ‘Maybe 85% of the time, the response that I would get from people is … Oh, we don’t mean you, we mean the Americans, Ms. Makki said during a virtual panel discussion on race, one of many organized in the wake of George Floyd’s death. That’s a whole other [religio-racial] situation about anti-Blackness, particularly against African Americans.

Corroborating this anti-Black reality is Muna Mire, who vividly recounts how “at twelve, my tearful recounting of racism from my Brown [South Asian] Muslim peers [within America] at the kitchen table prompted my mother to finally open up to me about her own experiences in the Emirates growing up. They were ugly: her peers bullied her and her siblings systematically and on racial grounds … we were still just niggers. Even to those we shared our din with … Black Muslims are not perceived as Muslim … to be Black and Muslim in America today is to live a sort of DuBoisian double consciousness with an added dimension of dissonant interiority.”
The discrete psycho-religio environs envisioned by African American Muslims after the Great Migration and Jim Crow was one whose religio-cultural foundation rested upon a Pan-African oriented identity, social imaginary, consciousness, community, and membership weltanschauung advocating strident Black resistance, Black nationalism, Black power, and Black race pride. African Americans who reverted back towards Islam in this sense were the “inheritors of the theology and philosophy of the Ahmadiyyah movement … which expanded the [Islamic] notion of prophethood beyond the Prophet Muḥammad.” Quite a few African Americans who felt increasingly disillusioned by the glacial pace of racial progress and reconciliation within our nation hearkened their ears to a new African American inspired clarion call proclaiming the divisive notion that Christ Jesus symbolically represented a potent Eurocentric oriented simulacrum that was spiritually incompatible with Black sociopolitical aspirations, identity, membership, community, consciousness, and freedoms. Black Islamic theology was thus given birth within the United States to unshackle African Americans from religio-racial bondage arising from prejudicial notions of race, religion, culture, community, social imaginary, consciousness, and ethnicity. Paradoxically, many contemporary immigrant Muslims are blithely unaware that within the religio-racial context of America’s problematic theo-historical past, “Islam’s racial-religious form operated differently in the mainstream (white) and Black cultural imaginaries … Islam holds divergent—and oftentimes contradictory—meanings, which are dependent upon racial affiliation.”

The Black Muslim recognition of the societal evils wrought by America’s Original Sin induced the genesis of a novel Black separatist-identity consciousness model predicated upon a racial binary, one where African Americans replaced their enslaved names given by their white Christian masters with the moniker “X”. By so doing, Black Islam theo-historically acknowledges the non-European particularity of their own idiosyncratic religion, culture, race, consciousness, social imaginary, community, and ethnicity by resurrecting an erased tribal ancestral name, membership, and identity associated with their suppressed African Muslim forebears. Yahya Monastra aptly illustrates how the lexemic and etymological association, meanings, and connotations associated with the mindful and conscientious selection of one’s Islamic religious identity, membership, and name within the African American Muslim community is fundamental to Black consciousness, social imaginary and ethno-cultural distinctiveness within the modern-day and, furthermore, is integral to present-day African American Islamic thought and practices concerning race, religion, ethnicity and culture. Lincoln notes how for many Black Muslims the purposeful usage of the “symbol X has a double meaning: implying ‘ex,’ it signifies that [African American] Muslims are no longer what they were; and as ‘X,’ it signifies an unknown quality or quantity. It at once repudiates the white’s name and announces the rebirth of Black man and woman, endowed with a set of qualities the whites do not have and do not know … X is for mystery. The mystery confronting the Negro as to who he was before the white man made him a slave and put a European label on him.”

Black Muslims ardently profess how their nonpareil Islamic theology unshackles an individual from the race, religion, culture, community, consciousness, and ethnicity disadvantages and concerns experienced by African Americans by emancipating them from Eurocentric identity politics, social imaginaries, and mental and religious subjugation. This extraordinary spiritual feat is accomplished through “new African American Islamic rituals focused on the reformation of the Black body, which was depicted as a main battleground for the souls of Black folk. The Black body was reconstructed as a gendered vessel, a symbol for the fate of the Black race, where Black folk could be saved from white Christian violation, poison,
and, in the case of men, emasculation.” To put it another way, the Black Muslim signification of African American identity, community, membership, and religio-racial embodiment alludes to how the Black body is categorized and classified within America’s Christian social imaginary as a historical continuity “that speaks to the perpetuation of the white racist imago of the Black body, where there is an attempt to ontologically truncate the Black body into the very essence of criminality, danger, and suspicion. Black bodies must be stopped, frisked, imprisoned, suffocated, shot dead in the streets and left to rot in the hot sun, or lynched and left swinging as some strange fruit.”

The United States of America may be the most racially diverse and religiously pluralistic nation-state today; however, it is also arguably the most societally biased, one where American communities are frequently segregated along divergent lines predicated upon race, color, ethnicity, and religion. What it contextually means to be a modern-day Muslim in America has now become a highly contested and racialized category that is currently being both challenged and renegotiated by Black Muslims inside and outside the mosque. All of this must be taken into account in grappling with present-day racism within the umma, which disingenuously reconciles the religio-racial contradiction of ardently professing to love God while scorning one’s Black Muslim neighbor.

---
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